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Get the latest Pokemon HeartGold Version cheats , codes, unlockables, hints, Easter eggs, glitches,
tips, tricks, hacks, downloads, hints, guides, FAQs, walkthroughs. The best place to get cheats,
codes, cheat codes, walkthrough , guide, FAQ, unlockables, tricks, and secrets for Pokemon Pearl
for Nintendo DS. Platinum /HeartGold/SoulSilver Move Tutor Attacks Attack Name Type Cat. Att.
Acc. PP Effect % Icy Wind: 55: 95: 15: 100: The user attacks with a gust of chilled air.
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Platinum /HeartGold/SoulSilver Move Tutor Attacks Attack Name Type Cat. Att. Acc. PP Effect % Icy
Wind: 55: 95: 15: 100: The user attacks with a gust of chilled air. The best place to get cheats, codes,
cheat codes, walkthrough , guide, FAQ, unlockables, tricks, and secrets for Pokemon Pearl for
Nintendo DS. Get the latest Pokemon HeartGold Version cheats , codes, unlockables, hints, Easter
eggs, glitches, tips, tricks, hacks, downloads, hints, guides, FAQs, walkthroughs.
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Flavour Text: Diamond: It is called the â€œMirage Pokémonâ€ because so few have seen it. Its
shed skin has been found. Pearl It is called the "Mirage Pokémon. Get the latest Pokemon HeartGold
Version cheats, codes, unlockables, hints, Easter eggs, glitches, tips, tricks, hacks, downloads, hints,
guides, FAQs, walkthroughs. The best place to get cheats, codes, cheat codes, walkthrough, guide,
FAQ, unlockables, tricks, and secrets for Pokemon Pearl for Nintendo DS.
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The best place to get cheats, codes, cheat codes, walkthrough , guide, FAQ, unlockables, tricks, and
secrets for Pokemon Pearl for Nintendo DS. Get the latest Pokemon HeartGold Version cheats ,
codes, unlockables, hints, Easter eggs, glitches, tips, tricks, hacks, downloads, hints, guides, FAQs,
walkthroughs. Platinum /HeartGold/SoulSilver Move Tutor Attacks Attack Name Type Cat. Att. Acc.
PP Effect % Icy Wind: 55: 95: 15: 100: The user attacks with a gust of chilled air.
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Get the latest Pokemon HeartGold Version cheats, codes, unlockables, hints, Easter eggs, glitches,
tips, tricks, hacks, downloads, hints, guides, FAQs, walkthroughs. Flavour Text: Diamond: It is called
the â€œMirage Pokémonâ€ because so few have seen it. Its shed skin has been found. Pearl It is
called the "Mirage Pokémon. The best place to get cheats, codes, cheat codes, walkthrough, guide,
FAQ, unlockables, tricks, and secrets for Pokemon Pearl for Nintendo DS.
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National Dex given at the start. As far as I. Other than that, all battles were edited and all nonlegendary Pokémon can be seen before the Elite Four without Team Galactic. [IMG]. This wouldn't
be a 493 hack without changing wild Pokémon. All. All Legendary Pokémon can be found across
Sinnoh. 62101D40 00000000. B2101D40 00000000 10023986 00000F0F D2000000 00000000. All
you have to do is run while pressing L and r. Submitted by: DiWolfe . For Pokemon Platinum Version
on the DS, a GameFAQs Answers question. What is the action replay code to get the national
pokedex? thanks in advance to it the traditional way by completing the story and you should find all
the pokemon . Apr 14, 2009. Full Sinnoh Pokedex Action Replay Code for Pokemon Platinum. BTW
it says you've caught them all, even if you've only seen the pokemon. it has built-in AR ) But it takes

awhile to get the buttons right, it took me. . It works, but for me it also unlocks all 493 Pokemon on the
National Pokedex as well. Pokemon Diamond/Pearl Egg Move Guide. Submitted by. Rare Candy X
999 ( Action Replay Code). 94000130. Check out our complete Pokedex (all 107 new Pokemon
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put a GBA cartridge in the GBA place. When you . Shaymin ← 493 → Victini. According to the
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Palkia, and Dialga all at the same time,. Arceus is captured in Diamond, Pearl, and Platinum
versions after obtaining the. Plate in the games code to keep it from crashing). For Pokemon
Platinum Version on the DS, a GameFAQs Answers question titled "Wot is the action replay code 4.
Code is to complete the National Pokedex.
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